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Timeless Interior Design Trends to Transform Any Space 

 
Greetings Client Advocates,              July 2021 
 
Are you looking to refresh your living space? With interior design trends always changing, it can 
feel overwhelming to pick the look and feel you want in your home. 
 
The information in our flyer this month will help give your home new life with some timeless 
interior design trends. These ideas are easy to incorporate and can totally transform any room 
in your house. You will find tips on how to expertly use lighting, decorative accents, greenery 
and more, plus, a method for rearranging furniture that takes the guesswork — and 
unnecessary heavy lifting — out of it. We hope you will enjoy seeing how these small changes 
can impact your home in a big way.  
 
We of course have designers to refer to you if you would like more extensive professional 
support. They can offer everything from color-choice support to furniture placement (or new 
furniture options) and some will even manage the process for you. And, as always, if you would 
like a referral to any other resources you may need, please reach out. It’s always great to hear 
from you!  
 
Meanwhile… the real estate market. You have likely been reading in the national news that the 
Seattle area market is (still) one of the hottest in the country (after only Phoenix and San Diego 
with the most recent numbers). It is important to emphasize that, even though it is a seller-
centric market, there are things that sellers can do to maximize their opportunity. And buyers 
do prevail! (The odds are still far better than the lottery.) It may not be exactly where they 
thought they wanted to live. Or exactly the size… or the price they would need to go to. But 
those three factors continue to be ‘The Three Factors’ in real estate – where it is, what its 
attributes are, and what it costs. Count on us to strategize with you, whether as a seller or 
buyer (or both!) to assist you in making the best decisions possible to meet your needs and 
desires.  
 
We hope that you are enjoying your summer, and treasuring our incredible area and climate as 
we are. Thank you for your ongoing advocacy; we are delighted to be of service.  
 
Sincerely, 
The Group Estes Realty Team 
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Always looking for more ways to be of service … and working exclusively by referral throughout 
North King County and Snohomish County (and beyond sometimes!) 
 
If you know of someone who would appreciate the consistent level of service we provide, please 
introduce us via email, or call / text with their name and contact information. We look forward to 
following up and will take great care of them. 
 



Introduce 
Greenery  
Plants bring new life 
to empty corners 
and shelves, while 
naturally improving 
air quality. 
Succulents, snake 
plants and Heartleaf 
Philodendrons can 
thrive indoors with 
little maintenance. 

DESIGN TIP  
No green thumb? 
No problem. Fake 
fiddle-leaf fig 
trees are a popular 
solution for filling 
larger spaces, while 
smaller potted 
plants fit nicely on 
desks, end tables 
and wall shelves.  

Timeless Trends to 
  Transform Any Space 

Looking to refresh your 

space? These design tips 

have the power to totally 

transform any room, and 

they’re easy to implement! 

Incorporate 
Accent Pieces 
Place accent pieces 
like candles, vases 
or bowls on coffee 
tables, nightstands 
and dresser tops 
to add a fresh new 
element to your 
space.  

DESIGN TIP  
Give your accents 
depth by using 
different sizes 
and shapes in 
your display. For 
example, try pairing 
a tall plant next to a 
small bowl or vase.

Evaluate  
Artwork  
The right wall décor 
can tie together 
separate elements 
of a room’s design, 
and in some cases, 
give the illusion of 
more space. 

DESIGN TIP  
Can’t pick just one  
favorite piece? 
Combine framed 
artwork, prints and 
personal photos 
and create a 
gallery wall. Try out 
different frames to 
mix it up! 

Hang a Mirror  
If you want to 
upgrade your 
space without a 
full renovation, try 
hanging a mirror — 
it will help any room 
feel more open and 
spacious. 

DESIGN TIP  
Brighten up your 
space by  
positioning your 
mirror across 
from or close to a 
window to bounce 
natural light. 

Enhance 
Lighting 
Typically, warm 
light is best for 
winding down in 
the evenings, while 
cool, bright light 
keeps you energized 
during the day. 
Identify your lighting 
preferences and get 
the bulbs to match. 

DESIGN TIP  
Place multiple light 
sources evenly 
around the room 
to help it feel more 
inviting, especially 
if natural light is 
scarce.   
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Quick Tips for 
Rearranging Furniture  

If you’ve been thinking about a new 
layout for your bedroom, living room 
or office, follow these steps to easily 
rearrange any space.   

Draw it Out 
Create a scale 
drawing so you 
know where 
everything needs 
to go. Let one inch 
equal one foot. 
Consider typical 
traffic patterns and 
leave enough space 
to access closets, 
outlets and doors.

Go in With 
a Vision  
Decide what you 
want to accomplish 
with the layout 
(space for a desk, 
kid’s play area, etc.). 
Find inspiration  
on Pinterest, Houzz  
or other home 
design sites.

Measure 
Your Space 
Accurate 
measurements 
of the room and 
furniture will 
streamline the 
process, so you 
don’t have to guess 
and check. 

Use an App 
Design apps can 
create a digital 
mockup of your new 
arrangement. Here 
are a few to try: 

MagicPlan  
(iOS, Android)  

Décor Matters  
(iOS Only)  

Room Plan Pro  
(iOS Only)


